


Your kit contains: /3 knotted hanks of floss /1 Custom Striping Kit lBlte 14 count aida cloth

/2 nwdles /Name chart /RV chart on the other side of this sheet.

Recommended: /Floss organizer /Embroidery hoop. Finished size: 10" X 8"

BEFoRE YOU BEGIN
Sort your floss

Your floss is organized into 3

separately knotted groups: off-white,
Group A and Group B; and your Custom
Striping Kit. Match Groups A and B with
the groupings on the other side of this
sheet and sort the colors. Your Custom
Striping Kit contains most common RV
stripe colors. Choose any combination of
colors to match your RV.

Center the design
Counted cross stitch is worked from

the center out. To find the center of your
fabric, fold it in hall then in half again.
lnsert one of the needles into the center
fold to mark it. Center the fabric into

I'ffih6CI0. FiEd fte ceffif of the &sien
by fotlowing the arrows from the sides,

top and bottom ofthe graph to the center.
This square will correspond to the center

of your fabric. Begin sewing here.

THE FLOSS
Embroidery floss comes 6 strands to

a lengh. Use 2 strands for firll and half
cross stitches and one stand for
backstitch. Separate the strands by
holding all 6 strands tightly between
yow thumb and your forefinger and
pulling out one strand at a time.

Never use knots. Instead, leave an
inch of floss behind the fabric and stitch
over this "tail" until the floss is secured.
End by carrying the floss under an inch
of completed stitches. Dark colors should
not be carried under light colors.
Neighboring stitches may be started by
the carrying method or by securing a

"tail." Always trim ends.

THe SrrrcHes
Full Cross Stitch

Each filled square on the graph
represents a stitch you will work on your
fabric. The color you use is determined
by the syrnbols in the squares. Work
stitches from the bottom left hand corner
of a square to the top right hand corner,
then return in the opposite direction to
create an "X", as shown in the following
diagram:

All cross stitches should lie in the

same direction. An entire row of same

color horizontal stitches is worked by
first doing all the bottom halves, then
crossing the tops.

When stitches nm vertically,
complete both halves of the stitch before
continuing to the next one.

Half Cross Stitch
The half cross stitch is the first half

of a full cross stitch:

Up at 1. Down at 2.
Up at 3. Down at 4.
Up at 5. Down at 6.

1/4 Stitch
When two symbols share a squaJe,

work two l/4 stitches by splitting the

fabric in the square:

A! Flrct color: Up at 1.
Down at 2. Second color:
Up rt 3. DMn et 2.
(B) Top o, backstitch: Up
at 4. Down at 5.

Place the stitch in the same comer of
the square as it is on the chart. You may
work a corresponding top stitch, or you
may leave it to be crossed by a

backstitch.

Backstitch
The backstitch is a straight stitch

used to outline and emphasize and is
shown by a dark black line on the chart.

Up at 1, Down at 2.
Up at 3. Down at 1.
Up at 4. Down at 3.
Up at 5. Down at 4.

Work the backstitch after all cross

stitching in an area is completed.

FTNISHING
Washing and'lroning

You must wash your piece when you

are finished! No rnatter how careful you

are, oils from your hands and airborne
dirt contaminate your work. Immerse the

finished piece into a bowl of room
temperature water with a little mild
dishwashing detergent (such as

Palmolive Liquido). DO NOT USE

WOOLITEo. A[ow the piece to briefly
soak, then gently rub any spots that
remain. Completely rinse under cool
water. If vibrant colors run, rinse the

piece under cool water until the running
color disappears.

Place the piece between two clean

white towels and gently squsoze. Never
wring! kon the piece completely dry by
placing it face down on a towel and

pressing with an iron set to "cotton".
Store unframed needlework

unfolded in a plastic bag away from heat

or moisture.

Framing
Many excellent framing products are

available. Try your local craft shop for
frames, mats and boards, or have your

work professionally framed.

HINTS AND TIPS
o The easiest way to thead the needle

is to hold it in your left hand and

with yow right hand, wrap the end of
the floss around the needle once. Slip
the folded floss over the top of the

needle. Keep the fold pressed tightly
between your thumb and forefinger
and insert into the eye of the needle.

To prevent knots, periodically allow
your floss to unwind by holding the

hoop up in one hand and letting the

needle drop.
Keep your fabric as taut as possible in
the hoop. Your stitches will be much
finer. Wash yow hoop at the same

time as you do your finished work, so

it will be nice and clean for your next
project.

o Fully complete one area before

skipping to another.
o Keep your colors separated. Some of

the colors are very similar.

n)
a

Need a
organizer?
We have
available!

hoop or f/oss
Give us a call!
excellent ones
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Prnsorualrze YouR RV
You name is the crowning glory on

your cross stitch. Graph it by following
the instructions on the enclosed "Full
Hookups Included Name Chart", and
then transferring it to your cross stitch.

Up at 1. Down at 2.
Up at 3. Down at 4.
Up at 5, Down at 6,
Up at 7. Down at 4.
Up at 5. Down at 2.
Up at 3. Down at 8.
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Stripe colors are chosen by you from the Custom
Striping Kit to match your RV.

BACK STTCTI
All bqckstitching is marl<cd by a dark blsck line on
the chart and is done in thefollowing colors:

Tongue Very Dark Grey
Tires Black
Rest of RV Dark Brown
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Full tlookups lncluded Nime Chart I nst ructions
Your name is the crowning glory on your RV
Cross Stitch. Taking care now to center it properly
on the page will ensure easy and successful
transfer to your needlework.

1. With a pencil, circle each letter of the alphabet
you will use.

2. Count the number of spaces nthe width of
each letter, add one for spocing, and write it
on the chart beneath the letter.

3. If your name has more than one of the same
letter in it, such as "Miller" or "Peter", double
the number of spaces needed for that letter.

4. Add up the number of spaces you will need,
plus one extra if your name contains 2 words
(for "The Millers" add l) andthree extra if
you n:Lme contains 3 words (for "Pete &
Agnes" add 3).

5. Divide the final number by 2.

6. Starting at the intersection ofthe arrow and the
heavy line, count to the left using the number
from Step 5, then from the arrow to the right
the same number of spaces. Mark the chart in
these places.

7 . Using the numbers under each letter, mark the
beginning and end of each letter on the heavy
lne. Add one space between letters and three
between words.

8. Your last letter should end at the same place
you marked the chart in Step 6 If it doesnt,
find your error and count again!

9. Now you may copy the letters onto this chart,
then cut out your name and tape it to your
main chart and stitch,

OR
9. Transfer the beginning and ending marks for

the letters to your main chart and stitch the
letters, following this alphabet for each leffer.
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